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Zionism was a major political and cultural force in the history of late Ottoman and 

interwar Salonican Jewry. A latecomer, with a feeble presence in the last decade of the 

Hamidian era, it established itself as a major force after the Young Turk Revolution further 

expanding as well as diversifying during the post-Ottoman and interwar period. As the 

somewhat linear narrative indicates, its beginnings can be traced not further back than 1899 

when Kadimah, a literary society catering for the cultivation of Jewish language and culture 

was founded in Salonica by a group of young graduates of the Talmud Torah. Following a 

trajectory reminiscent of other national movements, Salonican Zionism expanded and 

became more overtly political in its ideology as well as radical in its practices during the 

Second Constitutional Period. The efflorescence of associational life during the first year of 

the Revolution led to the establishment of the proto-Nationalist Cercle des Intimes (1908), 

and later on of the sports club Maccabi, (1908), the prestigious upper-class Nouveau Club 

(1910), the Lodge B‟nei B‟rith (1911), and a host of newspapers and periodicals. With 

regards to communal affairs, such societies and papers gave shape and voice to the 

upcoming Jewish middle-classes, challenged the political, ideological and cultural 

hegemony of the communal elite and eventually contributed to the passage from notable- to 

mass politics. With regards to inter-ethnic relations in turn, they promoted a more visible 

and assertive sense of Jewishness in the public space, taking over the defense of „Jewish 

interests‟ from the reluctant notables and thus often entering into serious conflicts with the 

other communities of the city, especially the Greek Orthodox. The annexation of Salonica 
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to Greece invigorated them further. Zionist associations and publications proliferated and 

diversified as Salonican Jews creatively engaged with different ideological strands within 

the broader European Zionist movement, from mainstream to Orthodox Zionism and 

Revisionism. Thus, in the new context of a nationalizing nation-state the words and deeds 

of Salonican Zionists left a critical imprint, dominating communal politics, determining the 

Jews‟ relations with the Greek state, and no less shaping Jewish identity itself, its self-

perception as well as its self-representation
1
. 

Despite its historical importance Salonican Zionism (and especially its interwar 

phase) has fared less well in the historiography. Systematic accounts exclusively dedicated 

to the topic, principally those by Rena Molho, concentrate on its late-Ottoman and post-

Ottoman phases and end in the late 1910s
2
. Interwar Zionism is actually treated only within 

broader works that either examine intercommunal politics
3
 or focus on the process of 

assimilation by analyzing the strained relations between Salonican Jewry and the Greek 

state
4
. Zionist historiography thus follows closely the two broader trends that have for quite 

some time characterized the historiography of Salonican Jewry. On the one hand it features 

within histories of the community and hence primarily approached as a political party
5
. On 

the other hand, it is mentioned in accounts dealing with Greco-Jewish relations where it is 

chiefly depicted as a major force of opposition and resistance to the Venizelist policies of 

Hellenization
6
. Analyzed from this perspective Zionism thus stands as a metonymy for the 
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strained relations between the Jewish community and the Greek state and for a self-

contained, introspective and ultimately defensive Jewish identity. 

Despite the fact that these historiographical accounts have successfully highlighted 

the vibrancy of communal politics as well as the intensely vocal stance of Salonican Jewry, 

they ultimately constitute a one-dimensional approach to Zionism especially with regards to 

its relations with Greek national culture; the place of the Jews in the broader Greek society; 

and no less their own sense of ethnic identity. Their nearly exclusive perception of Zionism 

as a force of reaction is to my view largely due to the use of a very limited corpus of 

sources one which is also external to the phenomenon itself. With very few notable 

exceptions (one being with us today)
7
, historians have so far primarily relied on archival 

material produced by determined opponents of Zionism, namely the Greek administration 

(as reflected in material found in the archives of the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs)
8
; 

assimilationist Jews (chiefly the correspondence of Joseph Nehama and other local 

Alliancists with international bodies in France and Britain)
9
; and to a lesser extent foreign 

consuls
10

. This lack of attention to sources emanating from the Zionist movement itself is 

coupled with a nearly exclusive focus on issues of Greco-Jewish conflict and a concomitant 

neglect of Zionism‟s presence and workings at the local level. As the (tense) relations 

between the Jewish community and the central state still dominate current historiography, 

other aspects of the Greco-Jewish encounter in the inter-war period and other spaces than 

national politics within which these unfolded are thus left unaccounted. 

This paper is therefore essentially a first attempt to approach the Zionist movement in 

Salonica from the point of view of its agents and to examine it as part of the city‟s life. It is 

a rejoinder to some very recent work that has highlighted the much more complex nature of 

Zionist discourses, stressed their positive, creative engagement with the ideologies of 

Hellenism and analyzed them as a systematic attempt to rethink the contours and content of 

a Hellenic Judaism
11

. Complementing these accounts I will concentrate not on discourses, 

but on practices, and will deal less with the prominent representatives of the movement and 

more with the many Zionist societies and their members –the young men in particular that 
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joined the various Zionist sports clubs in the 1920s and 1930s. I will thus focus on what has 

been termed „practical Zionism‟
12

, the formalized rituals and the informal practices that 

sought to reshape the lives of the local Jewry by redefining their middle-class sociability. I 

will nonetheless examine these practices as part of broader life courses and will thus argue 

that although a distinct Zionist subculture can be seen as taking shape in inter-war Salonica, 

Zionism was also an important conduit for the younger generation to negotiate its place 

with the broader urban and Hellenic culture. 

 

Zionism was instrumental in the expansion and politicization of Jewish associational 

life. In the late 19
th

 century the modernization of the community and the formation of a 

communal public space was effected through the establishment of numerous, (principally 

charitable and leisure), associations
13

. By introducing new forms of formal sociability, 

these promoted a set of western middle-class values and worked towards the creation of a 

secularized bourgeois Jewish identity largely following on the footsteps of western-

European assimilated Judaism
14

. Beginning in the early 1910s Zionism impacted heavily on 

this associational landscape. To begin with, the sheer number of Zionist societies 

established challenged the hegemony of the assimilationists in the community‟s public life. 

Moreover, similarly to the cheap Zionist press (which had significantly widened the Jewish 

reading public), these Zionist associations dramatically expanded the field of associational 

life itself bringing within it (and hence empowering) the lower strata of the community
15

. 

While it questioned class boundaries Zionism also worked through them. Zionist 

associations were class-specific but not class-bound. While some associations catered for 

the lower strata
16

, others such as the Nouveau Club
17

, the old and venerable Grand Cercle 
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Commercial (which the Zionists had managed to win over)
18

 and the respectable Lodge 

B‟nei B‟rit
19

 functioned as places of sociability for the communal elite. Thus, next to the 

community‟s council, the Zionists were able to hold the majority of the Interclub, a 

federation of the eight most important Jewish associations and one of the community‟s 

chief public spokesmen and policy-makers
20

. 

Moreover, the diversity of Zionist associations coupled as it was with Zionism‟s 

intention to fundamentally transform Jewish selfhood, meant that Zionist societies 

expanded beyond the scope of philanthropy and leisure (the main staples of bourgeois 

sociability) to deal with many more areas of social activity which they also treated as 

inherently interrelated. Lending libraries, reading sessions, Hebrew classes, and regular 

lectures about the Jewish past and present organized by such cultural associations as the 

“Max Nordau” introduced a novel, more assertive understanding of Jewish identity
21

. This 

intellectual work was coupled by the new concept of the Jewish (male) body sports 

societies like Maccabi and Akoah propagated
22

. Espousing a more overtly politicized idea 

of sports than that of the late Ottoman sports clubs, and tying physical exercise to national 

regeneration, these associations challenged the hitherto hegemonic model of middle-class 

masculinity the figure of the revered philanthropist Moise Allatini embodied
23

 and 

promoted in its stead the new ideal of muscular Judaism, of a strong, virulent Jewish 

masculinity
24

. 

A dense program of events organized the time and space of those societies‟ members. 

Shared beliefs were accompanied and strengthened by shared action. Zionist societies 

worked together on a regular basis, coordinated their activities, and participated and 
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assisted in each other‟s events
25

. A dense associational network was thus established 

providing the basis for interaction and sustaining a sense of belonging to a greater and yet 

tangible collectivity. The regularity of open and closed meetings, the re-signification / 

„nationalization‟ of major Jewish holidays
26

 and the introduction of new temporal points of 

reference, chief among them the celebration of the Balfour Declaration
27

 and Herzl‟s 

birthday re-signified time and colored it as Jewish anew at a period when traditional 

markers of Jewish time in Salonica, such as the Saturday rest, were either eradicated or 

retreating due to secularization, while simultaneously a systematic attempt to establish a 

national, homogenous Greek time in the city was in full swing
28

.  

The creation of a Jewish-Zionist sense of what might be called „counter-time‟ was 

accompanied by new spatial practices. These worked in four interconnected levels –the 

individual, the urban, the national and the European recreating a multi-layered Jewish-

Zionist geography with Salonica at its center. For the members of the Zionist associations, 

especially the young athletes and scouts of the Maccabi and of the other sports clubs, the 

club venue, the track field, the football ground, and no less the regular excursions to the 

countryside as well as the public demonstrations, the kermesses, or the city-wide charitable 

campaigns, constituted new uses of space and functioned as new spatial referents
29

. At a 

time when an older Jewish urban topography was fast fading away due to de-judaization of 

the port, the devastating effects of the Great Fire, the destruction of the synagogues, the 

rebuilding of the city center, the uprooting of its former Jewish inhabitants, and the 

continuing attacks and doubtful future of the Jewish cemetery
30

, these Zionist spatial 

practices redefined the contours of communal-Jewish space in interwar Salonica. Although 
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related to leisure, these Zionist uses of space were also highly politicized thus acquiring a 

broader symbolic value. The Maccabi brass band and the parades of the young Maccabeans 

in the main streets of the city when returning from excursions or when welcoming eminent 

Zionist leaders, such as Zabotinski, were the principal means of reclaiming Salonica as a 

Jewish space with a reference not only to the past but also to the present and most crucially 

to the future
31

. Similarly, in 1926 Jewish communists attacked members of the Maccabi 

while training in their gym
32

; and in June 1931, right before the arson of the Jewish 

neighborhood of Campbell, the club‟s venue was sieged by the indignant supporters of the 

EEE violently protesting against Maccabi‟s anti-Greek stance
33

. In the eyes of the Greek 

Christians as well as the Jews, it was the visibility of the Maccabi and more broadly of the 

Zionist youth that was increasingly defining an assertive Jewish presence in the 

modernizing city. 

It was also Zionism that inserted Salonica into a broader, kaleidoscopic Jewish 

imaginative geography. The Zionist Federation of Greece, the first attempt to overcome 

communal insularity and coordinate action at a national level, rendered Salonica the center 

of the newly-minted entity of Greek Judaism surpassing the traditional divide between 

Romaniote and Sephardim
34

. Similarly, the regular visits to Salonica of Zionist athletic 

teams from all over the Balkans and to a lesser extent Central Europe and Mandate 

Palestine, and conversely the periodic travels of the Maccabi teams abroad (among other 

places in Novi Sad, Sofia and Monastir), added to the extensive coverage in the local press 

of the Zionist movement worldwide and of its progress in Eretz Israel specifically to insert 

Salonica within a broader Zionist-Judaic network
35

. In particular, regular encounters and 

exchange visits with other Zionist sports associations in Bulgaria and Yugoslavia gave 

substance to the newly-introduced appellation of Salonica as the “Jerusalem of the 

Balkans”
36

; whereas ultimately unrealized contemplations to host there a Sephardic 
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Congress in support of Zionism backed the city‟s fashioning as a “Sephardic metropolis”
37

. 

If in the late 19
th

 century Salonica‟s place in the map of a European Jewish modernity was 

made possible through the educational work and ideological impact of the Alliance Israelite 

Universelle, in the interwar period the Zionist movement, and in particular its youth clubs, 

were instrumental in conceiving and materializing new imaginary topographies of Judaism 

which both coincided with and transcended national boundaries. 

Practical Zionism was therefore instrumental in the reconfiguration of a Jewish public 

space, real and imaginative, within and beyond a Hellenizing and modernizing Salonica. 

Are we therefore observing in the field of associational strategies the formation of what 

David Sorkin has termed a “Jewish subculture”, a middle-class, but distinctly Jewish, social 

space one operating parallel to though separate from the broader Hellenizing public sphere 

of the city and replicating its forms of formal sociability and their respective norms and 

values?
38

 After all, the Dror Maccabis were a Jewish rendering of the Boy Scout 

movement. I will attempt to provide a first answer to this question by briefly examining 

how Greek national culture informed the objectives of the Zionist associations and the 

background and social relations of their members. 

Many of the statutes of Zionist associations did not limit their aim solely to the 

propagation of Zionist ideals or the cultivation and spread of Jewish culture. For several 

prominent clubs, such as the Maccabi, the scope of the society was actually two-fold –

educating the Salonican youth to be good Jews and at the same time loyal Greek citizens
39

. 

Although such declarations of intention could be read as echoes of a Jewish Ottomanist 

ideology (a defense of communal autonomy coupled with a loyalty to the state), they were 

nevertheless at least formally in tune with a civic version of national identity espoused in 

principle (though admittedly less so in practice) by the Venizelist leadership
40

. Zionist 

youth associations hence formally responded to the dilemmas and predicaments of 

assimilation by promoting the formation of what Michael Berkowitz has termed a 

„supplementary nationality‟ –a „double‟ identity sustained by the belief that one could be 
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both a good Jew and a loyal Greek
41

. Examining the background of some of the leaders of 

the Zionist movement in Salonica renders substance to this understanding of Greek 

Jewishness and shows that it was more than a political stratagem, an attempt to placate the 

Greek authorities. Key figures like the lawyers and community leaders Ascher Moissis and 

Yomtov Yakoel were not native Salonicans, products of the local Sephardic and alliancist 

culture. Born in Trikala, educated in Greek schools and having graduated from the Law 

School of the University of Athens before settling in Salonica in the early 1920s, they were 

essentially cultural mediators moving easily between the broader Greek and the local 

Sephardic world
42

. More indicatively, Josef Matalon, the president of Maccabi in the 1930s, 

was a native of Larissa who moved to Salonica in the 1920s, a decorated officer who had 

fought with the Greek Army in both the War of 1897 and the Balkan Wars
43

. Nurtured in a 

Greco-Jewish cultural environment, these fervent Zionists were initially „foreigners‟ to the 

post-Ottoman Salonican Jewish community. Their life stories make evident the “Greek” 

aspects of Salonican Zionism. They indicate at once the latters‟ many different local and 

non-local origins as well as the importance of the exposure to Greek nationalism. Hence 

they point to Zionism as also being an attempt to positively rethink Jewishness as a distinct 

but integral part of the Greek nation. 

Furthermore, a set of practices indicate the extent that sports and leisure constituted 

privileged fields for the cultural expression of such elaborations of citizenship. In 1927, 

after a long negotiation, the Maccabi finally settled its differences with the local branch of 

the Greek boy scouts
44

. The club‟s band was a regular feature of the public celebration of 

national holidays –the public face of the Jewish community
45

. Whereas its various teams as 

well as those of the other Jewish sports clubs were already from the start participating in the 

local championship, they were often organizers of pan-Thessalonican athletic events, and 
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their athletes were regularly included in mixed teams representing the city
46

. Football 

games and other sports encounters with local Christian teams could obviously turn into 

occasions for a vocal expression of ethnic animosity (though only one such case was ever 

reported in the press)
47

; but they also helped promote the idea of a shared locale, that of 

Salonica, at least in the newspaper discourse. Zionist athletics were therefore one of the 

chief means through which the younger generation negotiated its place into the popular 

culture of the city. 

In the 1930s in particular this younger generation was fast becoming Hellenized 

being more systematically exposed through education and leisure to the Greek language 

and culture
48

. At the same time, many among them formulated their Jewish identity as 

much through a liberating participation in various Zionist youth organizations as through 

the time-honored channels of family and religion
49

. It is difficult to assess the relation 

between these principal means of socialization, -education, leisure and Zionist activities-, 

and even more so to gauge their impact on individual subject formation and sense of 

nationhood. However, fragments of information gleaned from a few oral testimonies 

indicate a sometimes symbiotic and not necessarily always conflicting perception of Greek 

and Jewish nationalism among the young Salonican Jews of the 1930s. Charles Molho 

remembers with pride how his “life was all sport” as he belonged not only to the Betar, the 

Misrachi and the Maccabi Zionist athletic associations but also to the YMCA where he 

enjoyed playing basketball and water polo and socializing mainly with gentiles who “never 

singled me out”. “I was treated like everyone, like every Greek. You were a Greek”, he 

would insist
50

. Similarly, in a moment of revelation, Leon Perahia, a boy scout, and boxer 

of Maccabi remembers how steeped he was in both “Greek history” and the “Boy Scout 

movement” and how these two influences eventually gave birth to “an admiration for 
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 Miriam Venezia, “Youth in „Maccabi‟,” in Avraam Rekanati (ed.), Zikhron Saloniki. La grandeza y la 

destruycion del Yerushalayim del Balkan, 1 (1972), translated in English by Shimon Ouziel. Available at 
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Zabotinski”. “I say it and I am ashamed to be saying it” he would confess, “I do not have 

the mentality of the pre-war Salonican Jew. I grew up with the Greeks (Ρσκηνύο) and I am 

thankful for having grown among the Greeks because it was them that made me understand 

that I have to be strong and take risks”
51

. In the case of Leon Perahia, Zionism and Greek 

nationalism were not just compatible but actually mutually reinforcing working through a 

common reprimanding critique of the effeminate and emasculated diasporic Jew and 

providing in lieu the basis for the formation of a strongly virile, self-assertive, and agonistic 

Greek Jewish identity. 

In its various guises and through a multitude of practices Zionism was therefore 

instrumental in redrawing the boundaries of Jewishness as well as reconfiguring its public 

presence in interwar Salonica. In the era of the masses and of an exultation of youth, the 

parades of the uniformed Maccabi scouts, the sounds of the band, and the cries of its 

supporters were the new -sensory and embodied- indicators of Jewish presence in the 

contested spaces of the socially torn city (and no less so of a Jewish Salonica in a 

reimagined Jewish Europe). However, these boundaries were porous, established in order to 

be traversed. Broadly perceived as reactionary, introspect and exclusionary by adversaries 

and historians alike, Zionism, -when approached from the point of view of its bearers-, 

actually developed a fertile relation with the Greek national culture. The trajectories of 

several of its leaders as well as the life histories of some among its youthful rank-and-file 

hint at a creative engagement with the ideology of Hellenism. In fact, their experiences 

indicate that Zionism was as much an integral part of the Greek political culture as it was of 

the Jewish one. Attending to such cultural crossings can therefore help us pose the question 

whether the Jews were actually becoming Greek as they were becoming Jewish, whether, 

that is, a certain sense of Greekness was in reality the flip side of a certain sense of 

Jewishness. To answer this question however, would surely require another paper. Until 

this time comes, I can only thank you for your attention. 
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